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To all, whom it invay concern:
Be it known that I, JOSEPH SALICK, of
Watertown, in the county of Jefferson, and
in the State of Wisconsin, have invented cer
tain new and useful Improvements in Watch
Makers' Tools; and I do hereby declare that
the following is a full, clear, and exact de
Scription thereof.
My invention relates to Watch and clock
O makers tools, and will be fully described here
in after.
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a side eleva
tion of a lathe, showing a portion of my in
vention. Fig. 2 is a broken section of a hub or
staff for a balance-wheel or pinion with one
pivot removed. Fig. 3 is a like view with one
pivot unfinished. Fig. 4 is a view with both
pivots finished. Fig. 5 is a section of a chuck
with a drill in place. Fig. 6 is an elevation
of the staff or hub and cutting-tool. Fig. 7
is a front end view of the cutting-tool, and
Fig. 8 is a front end view of a marker form
ing part of my invention.
A is an ordinary lathe, and IB B' are its
25 chucks.
C is a marker that in the first stage of mak
ing a hub or staff is placed in chuck B, and
D is the blank which is placed in chuck B".

it and the chuck B again advanced, and the
drill E makes a bore in blank D, such as is
shown in Fig. 2, after which chuck B is again
drawn back, a pivot-point b inserted in the
bore, and a chuck F, from which projects a
bevel-ended knife F, is substituted for chuck

B, and by means of this knife the pivot-point

C and its conical shoulder are made on the end

of the hub or staff blank D, and then when

both pivots have been made in this way they
are ready for polishing and are exactly cen 45
tered. In replacing the pivot that has been
broken from a wheel or pinion the same pro

cess is carried out.

Having thus described my invention, what I

claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is
In a watch-maker's tool, the combination,

with a lathe-chuck for containing a blank, of
a marker also chucked in the lathe, and a se
ries of tools adapted for successive adjust
ments in one of the chucks of said lathe for

finishing the said blank on the center estab
lished by said marker, substantially as set
forth.
w
In testimony that I claim the foregoing I
have hereunto set my hand, at Milwaukee,
in the county of Milwaukee and State of Wis
The chuck B is now advanced until the marker consin, in the presence of two witnesses.
strikes the end of the blank D, and as the

lathe is in motion the marker makes a dent or
recess in the center of the blank. The chuck

B is then drawn back, and a chuck E, Fig. 5,
which contains a drill E", is substituted for
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JOSEPH SALICK.
Witnesses:

S. S. STOUT,
WM. KLUG.
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